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ABSTRACT

A new version of the MACCS code (version 1.5.11.1) has been developed by Sandia National Laboratories under
sponsorship of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. MACCS was de_ Aoped to support evaluations of the off-site
consequences from hypothetical severe accidents at commercial power plants. MACCS is the only current public domain
code in the U.S. that embodies all of the following modeling capabilities: (1) weather sampling using a year of recorded

weather data; (2) mitigative actions such as evacuation, sheltering, relocation, decontamination, and interdiction; (3)
economic costs of mitigative actions; (4) cloudshine, groundshine, and inhalation pathways as well as food and water
ingestion; (5) calculation of both individual and societal doses to various organs; and (6) calculation of both acute (non-
stochastic) and latent (stochastic) health effects al,d risks of health effects. All of the consequence measures may be

generated in the form of a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF).

The current version implements a revised cancer model consistent with recent reports such as BEIR V and ICRP 60. In
addition, a number of error corrections and portability enhancements have been implemented. This report describes only

the changes made in creating the new version. Users of the code will need to obtain the code's original documentation,
NUREG/CR-4691.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Subsequent t_ the release of MACCS 1.5.11 to the The code corrections have been grouped into two
government code centers in 1990, the code's capabilities categories: (1) those which may have a significant impact
have been enhanced in regard to: (1) accommodating on calculated results, and (2)those deemed to be of minor
recently published cancer risk coefficients, (2) portability importance. All of the errors which have been corrected
to different types of computers, and (3) ease of maintaining are listed in Appendix A. The Verification Plan and
the code on multiple computer platforms. All of these Verification Report for this new version of the code are
enhancements are described in this report, which is premnted in Appendix B. A listing of the README files
intended as a supplement to the code's published included on the PC distribution diskette is given in
documentation [Chg0,Jo90,Ro901. The present version of Appendix C. A description of the sequence of operations
MACCS is packaged in a form immediately usable on performed to install MACCS on VAX/VMS, IBM RISC
high-end IBM compatible PCs running DOS, though its S/6000, Sun SPARC, and Cray UNICOS computers is
installation on other types of systems should be a given in Appendix D. Finally, tbr those recipients who

straightforward matter, wish to install MACCS in an UPDATE [CD80] style
program library, brief guidance is provided in Appendix E.

Also, during this period a number of errors in the code
have been identified and corrected.
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2.0 ENtlANCEMENTS TO CODE CAPABILITIES

The cancer risk factors supplied with the prior version of maintained in parallel in a single program library. For
MACCS (i.e., 1.5.11) were based on the recommendations those familiar with UPDATE program libraries, installation
of BEIR 11I INA801 as described by Evans et al. of MACCS in that format is summarized in Appendix E.
IEv85,Ev9OI. Subsequent to the preparation of MACCS
1.5 in December 1989, a reassessment of dosimetry fi_r It is not neces_ry tot users to install MACCS in a program
Japanese A-bomb survivors and a longer follow-up period library. Complete FORTRAN compiler input files are

have led to widespread recognition that the cancer risk included in the distribution package for VAX/VMS,
factors in BEIR 1Ii may lead to underestimates of cancer DOS/PC, IBM RISC S/6OOO, Sun SPARC, and Cray
risk. Rep¢_rts by U.S, INA90I and international UNICOS systems. In addition to the FORTRAN source,
organizations 1IC911 have recommended an increase in Job Control Language (JCL) files are provided to execute
cancer risk coefficients by a factor of about two to three in MACCS on all of those systems and the system-specific

comparison to BEIR III. A review of several reports date, time, and CPU clock routines needed for those
providing new cancer risk factors has been performed. In systems are included in the program library MACCS.SOR.
order to implement the recommendations of these reports, The sequence of operations which were necessary to install
a minor modification of the code's input has been MACCS on the_ systems at SNL are described in Section

performS. All of the changes relating to the code's cancer 2.2. I and Appendix D.
model are discussed in Section 2. I.

With the intbrmation supplied on diskette, conversion of
In order to facilitate the installation of MACCS on a broad MACCS to run on additional types of computer systems

range ofcotnputer systems, a number of code modifications should be a straightforward matter provided thc_se systems
have been made. The code no longer relies on include an ANSI standard FORTRAN compiler and

"preconnected units" since the FORTRAN 77 standard sufficient memory and disk storage. On a PC, installation
IAN781 does not require that implementations of ¢_fMACCS requires 4 MB of RAM and 10-20 1_'" of free
FORTRAN offer that capability. References to disk space. If any difficulties are encountered in installing
uninitialized variables have been removed. Explicit SAVE MACCS, please contact the authors fl_rassistance.
statements are used whenever neces_ry to preserve storage

values between subprogram references. The only machine The current release of the code does not include the
dependent routines in the code are those required to ti_rce DOSFAC and GCMAX pr_grams which were previously
an abort and obtain the date, time, and CPU clock from the included as part of the MACCS 1.5. I 1distribution package

operating system. Those machine dependencies are for VAX/VMS systems. Those auxiliary programs are not
unavoidable due to the fact that the time and date functions a part of MACCS; they are pre-processor codes which
are not defined in the ANSI FORTRAN 77 standard, were utilized by the code developers to prepare input data.

The GCMAX program has not been mod!fied since the
MACCS is being maintained in a program library tbrmat previous release of MACCS. The DOSFAC program
at Sandia National l_.aboratories (SNL) with the Code been modified to generate dose conversion factors tor seven

Maintenance Package (CMP) written by Sam Thompson of additional organs: adrenals, bladder wall, kidneys, liw,,,
SNL ITh851. CMP is a portable FGRTRAN 77 program pancreas, spleen, and thymus. The resultant dose
which emulates a subset of the functions pertormed by the conversion factors ti_r these new organs are included in the
Control Data C¢_rporation UPDATE utility, dose conversion tactor tile, DOSDATA.!NP, distributed

with the code. The additional data was obtained from the

If CMP c_r an¢_ther UPDATE emulator is available, same Oak Ridge National Latboratories database as used

MACCS re_:ipients may implement the code in a program previously and described in Appendix D of the MACCS
library by utilizing the file MACCS.SOR on Disk #2 of the Model Description IJogO I, If either DOSFAC or GCMAX
Distributi¢m Package. The tile MACCS.SOR may be used are needed tbr a particular application, please contact the
to generate an Ut_I)A'FE style program library with authors.
UPDATE, CMP, UPEML IMe871, or another such utility

program, lf_his is d,,ne, the resultant pr,,gram library ,nay 2.1 Revised Cancer Risk Modeling
be used tc_ generate variants of MACCS _br use on
different computer systems. Thremgh the use of
UPDATE's *IF DEFINE statements, the FORTRAN qw_ appr¢_aches will be described l'¢_rimplementing revised

source cc_ti¢ for a number of different computers can be cancer risk c_eflicients in MACCS. The tirst apprt_ach
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Enhancements

utilizes infl_rmation from an NRC sponsored reassessment linear function that is discontinuous. Again, two equations
of cancer health effe,,cts models performed by Dr. Ethel are defined; the first toe high exposures and the second for
Gilbert of Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The low exposures. The two equations are as follows:
r_sults of that reassessment are described in a report,

subsexluently referred to as LMF-132, prepared by the R(D) = a ' D (2.3)
inhalation and Toxicoh_gy Research Institute [Ab91].
implementation ot' tile LMF-132 re,commendations is
described in Sex,tion 2.1.1. Cancer risk factors from R(D) = a • D/ DDREF (2.4)

LMF-132 are being utilized in the _mple problems being
distributed with the present version of MACCS. The DDREF is defined as a "dose and dose rate reduction

factor" which is given a value of two in LMF-132 for
A second, alternative approach to cancer modeling is taken central estimates of most cancer types, in contrast, for
directly t'ronl the ICRP 60 report [IC911 and de,_cribed in central estimates of breast and thyroid cancers the DDREF
Section 2.1.2. A comparison of results calculated with is assigne,d a value of one in LMF-132. The LMF-132
both muth_ds is given in Section 2,1.3. Another potential report staten that the DDREF is to be applied "when the
source of cancer risk factors is the BEIR V report itself total dose is less than 0.2 Gray, and for higher doses when
and that rep{_rt'srecommendations are mentioned briefly in the dose rate is less than O.1 Gray per hour". It should be
Section 2.1.2. noted that this definition of circumstances tbr application of

the DDREF is identical to the guidance given in ICRP 60.
The NRC reports to date, which comprise the basis of the
MACCS health eft_ts models, have focused exclusively t_n The new version of the code implements Equations (2.3)
low-LET radiation. For accidents at commercial power and (2.4) in its calculation of cancer health effects which
reactors it is expected that high-LET radiation would b_ a would result from exposures during the emergency phase
small contributor to the impacts. When MACCS is applied fidlowing the accident. The maximum duration of the
to some DOE facilities there is a possihility that high-LET emergency phase is one week. Subsequent to the
radiation can be a dominant contributor. A discussion of emergency phase (i.e., in the so callexl "chronic pericud"),

high-LET cancer m_dels is given in Section 2.1.4 to exposures should always be at a dose rate of less than 0.1
provide guidance in applying MACCS in these situations. Gray per hour and therefi_re the CHRONC module applies

the DDREF fi_rall of the long-term exposure pathways.

2.1.1 NRC Sponsored Review of Cancer
Models Presented in LMF-132 Within the emergency pha_ calculations of cancer risk. the

switch between a high and low dose-response function is
based solely on the committed doe_ from exposure during

In previous NRC sponsored work on cancer health effexts
that period. There is no consideration of the dora rate ofmodels [Ev85,Ev90] it was recommended that the
the exposure in the code's determination of whether or notdiminished efi_xtiveness of low doses in cancer induction
to apply the DDREF.

be con:;idcre,d through the use of a "linear-quadratic" dose
response function. Two functions were defined h_r each
type of cancer health elf,:t: the first fi_rdoses above 1.5 1.. regard to the calculatio,_ of "other cancers" LMF-132
Gray, the se_condtbr doses below that threshold. Parameter suggests that bladder cancer, ovarian cancer, and multiple
values (t_ and /3) for these functions were chosen that myeloma are the dominant contributors to the total risk.

ensure continuity at the crossover point. Mathenmtically, The report's guidance in this area ns equivocal. In a
those two functi_ms represent risk (R)as a function of dose telephone conver_tion Gilbert suggested that a bladder

dose could be utilized. Parameter values implementing the
(D) as lbllc_ws: LMF-132 recommendations in MACCS are shown in Table

R(D) _ a ' D (2.1) 2.1.

These parameter valu¢_ are used in the, new _mple

R(D) _, a ' D . [1 ' D 2 (2,2) problems being distributed with MACCS. Apart from the
specific changes described in this report the MACCS

In the LM F- 132 review of cancer mtudels, the non-linear _mple problems from the previous rele,a:_ (version 1.5.11)
are e_sentially unchanged.

dose resp_nse function has been replaced with a piexewise
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Table 2.1

Implementation of LMF-132 Equations (2.3) and (2.4) in the EARLY User input File
..,,,-

LCNUMACA001 7

* DOSE THRESHOLD FOR DOSE DEPENDENT REDUCTION FACTOR (DDREF)

LCDDTHREO01 0.2

* DOSE THRESHOLD FOR LINEAR DOSE RESPONSE (SV)

LCACTHREO01 0,0

* ACNAME ORGNAM ACSUSC DOSEFA DOSEFB CFRISK CIRISK DDREFA

LCANCERSO01 'LEUKEMIA' 'RED MARR ) 1.0 l,O 0,0 9.70E-3 9.70E-3 2.0
LCANCERSO02 'BONE' 'BONE SUR' 1.0 1.O 0.0 9.00E-4 9.00E.-4 2.0
LCANCERSO03 'BREAST' 'BREAST' 1.0 l.O 0.0 5,40E-3 1.59E-2 1,0
LCANCERSO04 'LUNG' 'LUNGS' 1.0 l.O 0,0 1.55E.2 1.73E-2 2,0
LCANCERSO05 'THYROID' 'THYROIDH' l.O 1.0 0.0 7,20E-4 7.20E-3 1.0
LCANCERSO06 'Gl' 'LOWER LI' l,O l,O 0.0 3,36E-2 5.75E-2 2.0
LCANCERSO07 'OTHER' 'BLAD WAL' 1.0 1,0 0.0 2.76E-2 5,52E-2 2.0

2.1.2 ICRP 60 Method types of dose may be added [IC91]. The MACCS dose
conversion factor database includes data for the EDE but

The ICRP has specified cancer risk models appropriate for the code lacks the capability to calculate the new effective
adult workers as well as the general public. These models dose measure. Therefore the EDE is reeonamended as a
are stated in terms of a newly defined radiological unit surrogate for effective dose until dose conversion factors
named "effective dose" IIC91I. The new radiologicai unit utilizing the ICRP 60 tissue weighting factor_ are available
is calculated in the same manner as the "effective dose in MACCS.

equivalent' (EDE) defined in ICRP 26 11C771. The
difference betw_n the two measure,,; results from a change For assessing risks to the general public at low exposures,

in numerical values used tbr the organ, or tissue, weighting the ICRP recommends a fatal cancer risk factor of
fractions. The two sets of weighting fractions are 0.05/sievert and a non-fatal cancer risk factor of

compared inTable2.2. 0.Ol/sievert [IC91, p. 221. This risk factor is
recommended by the ICRP "for all equivalent doses

For those wishing to utilize ICRP 60 cancer risk t:actors in resulting from absorbed doses below 0.2 Gray and from
MACCS, an example set of MACCS input cards is shown higher absorbed doses when the dose rate is loss than 0,1
in Table 2.3. At present, the dose conversion factor file Gray per hour" [IC91,p,191. For high exposures, that is,

provided with MACCS, DOSDATA.INP, does not incor- tho_ assumed to result in absorbed doses greater than 0.2
porate any data for the 'effective dose' as define_t in ICRP Gray _ delivered at dose rates greater than 0.1 Gray per
60. Therefore, in this example, the ICRP 26 "effective hour, the fatality risk factor is doubled to 0. lO/sievert
dose equivalent" (i.e., EDEWBODY) is utilized, effective dose.

Despite the change in tissue weighting factors, the ICRP As a point of comparison, BEIR V gives a cancer fatality
has not called tbr recalculation of doses made using the risk factor of 0.008 for an acute dose of O. 1 sievert EDE

ICRP 26 methodology and explicitly states that the two (i.e., 0.08/sievert)while stating that for low-LET radiation

NUREG/CR-6059 4
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Table 2.2

Comparison of Tissue Weighting Factors From ICRP 26 and ICRP 60

Gonads 0.25 0,20
Red bone marrow 0.12 0.12
Colon 0.00 0.12

Lungs O.12 O.12
Stomach 0.00 O.12
Bladder 0.00 0.05
Breasts O.15 O.05
Liver 0.00 0.05

Oesophagus 0.00 0.05
Thyroid 0.03 0,05
Skin 0.00 0.01
Bone surfaces 0.03 0.01
Remainder 0.301 0.052

'icRP 26 defineg-'re-m_nder" as the five other organs with _; hi--ghes!doa¢ (e,g,, liver, kidney, splcen': lhymus, adrenal, pancreas, stomach, sn.lfintestin_,
large intestine, but excluding skin, lens of the eye, and extremities). The weighting factor for each of these organs is 0.06.

ZlCRP 60 defines 'remainder" as the following: adrenals, brain, upper large intestine, nmall intestine, kidney, mu_le, panoreas, spleen, thymus, and uterus.
The report gives no guidance on how these dons Mould be combined.

Table 2.3

Implementation of ICRP 60 Cancer Models in MACCS

LCNUMACA001 1

* DOSE THRESHOLD FOR DOSE DEPENDENT REDUCTION FACTOR (DDREF)

LCDDTHRE001 0.2

* DOSE THRESHOLD FOR LINEAR DOSE RESPONSE (SV)

LCACTHRE001 0.0

* ACNAME ORGNAM ACSUSC DOSEFA DOSEFB CFRISK CIRISK DDREFA

LCANCERS001 'ICRP60' 'EDEWBODY ° 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.10 0.123 2.0

iExtraPolsted f_in ICip 60,-Tabh 3.

5 NUREOICR.6059
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the same dose over weeks or months would be two times If every organ of the body received an equal dose, for low
(or more) less effective in inducing cancer INA90,p.6]. doses and dose ratgs, the ICRP 60 and the LMF-132
Since BEIR V gives no single estimate of a risk factor to predictions of cancer fatality risk are equal. However, with

be used for protracted exposures, it is not practical to the reactor source term considered in the code's _mpie
implement their recommendations in MACCS directly, problems, irradiation of the various organs is n,._tuniform.

Therefore, it is not surprising to _ a roughly factor of

If the ICRP 60 approach is used to define a cancer risk two in cancer risk tbr the 0-10 mile region where the
model based on a single dose measure, the EDE, the user inhalation pathway is quite important since inhalation can
can achieve a significant savings in computational cost by result in a highly non-uniform irradiation of the body. In
reducing the number of organs considered in the contrast, for total long-term effects in the 0-1609 kilometer
calculations. However, as is shown later, the two models region, groundshine becomes mote important than
can yield quite different results in the region close to the inhalation and thus irradiation of the organs becomes much
point of release, more uniform.

2.1.4 Cancer Risk From Combined HIgh-LET
2.1.3 Comparison of LMF-132 and ICRP 60 and Low-LET

Risk Factors

MACCS calculates its doses in units of dose equivalent
By modifying the Sample Problem input file IN2A. INP, the (i.e., sieverts). For the internal pathways of inhalation and
impact of implementing the new cancer risk factors was ingestion, the dose conversion factors supplied with the
investigated. Three MACCS runs, all variations on the code _ take account of both low-LET and high-LET
cunent Sample Problem A, were performed: radiation. Some radionuclides may emit a combination _,'

low and high-LET radiation. Since equal absorbed doses
1. Sample Problem A using the cancer risk t;actor from the two types of radiation are not thought to cause

data defined in the MACCS Model Description, similar levels of damage, the concept of "radiation
Table 6.2 IJog01, weighting factor" 11C911 is used in order to allow a single

2. the LM F-132 risk factors (Table 2.1) were used, measure of detriment representing the total damage caused
and by the various types of radiation.

3. the ICRP 60 risk fiactors (Table 2.3) were used in

conjunction with EDE dose. The MACCS dose conversion factors were generated taking
into account three types of particles: photons, electrons,

As expected, the change in cancer risk factors affected only and alpha particles. Radiation dose from neutrons is not
the TYPEI results liar cancer cases and the TYPE8 results considered in MACCS. For photons and electrons, the

tbr population-weighted cancer risks INR861. For source standard radiation weighting factor of unity was utilized.
term number 1 of Sample Problem A, a comparison of the For alpha particles, the radiation weighting factor depends
overall weighted-sum restllts for cancer fatalities is shown on the type of dose being calculated.
in Table 2.4. The corresponding cr_mparison for

population-weightedcancer fatality risks is givtm in Table MACCS calculates two types of dose: "acute" and
2.5. "lifetime" ICh90,Jo901. The acute dose is used solely for

calculation of the non-stochastic effects associated with high

hnplementation of the 1CRP cancer model allowed the exposures such as early fatality, prodromal vomiting, etc.
omission of dose calculations tk_rbone surface and breast The acute dose as defined in MACCS is not utilized in the

and a reduction in the number of output measures reported L:ancer risk models. The high-LET radiation weighting

(due to the use tffa single cancer risk factor). As a result factor used in MACCS for calculating acute dose is ten.
of those changes, the calculational time for Sample For lifetime dose, that is, the 0-50 year dose commitment
Problem A on a 486/25 PC was reduced from 3040 to which is used in the cancer models, the high-LET radiation
2350 seconds. It sh_uld not be assumed that the two weighting factor is twenty.
models are equivalent. Table 2.5 shows significant
differences in the results obtained. ICRP 60 gives a radiation weighting factor of twenty tbr

alpha particles and thus the dose equivalents calculated by
MACCS can be used in conjunction with that report's

NU REG/CR-6059 6
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recommendations. Furthermore, if the organ-specific risk
factors in LMF-132 are used in a calculation where it is

Table 2.4

Number of C_t,;es of Cancer Fatality (0-1609 Ion)

9.9.th 59. a

MACCS 1.5.11 Cancer Risk Factors 4.96E3 1,16E4 1.60E4
LMF-132 Cancer Model from Table 2.1 1.26E4 3.05E4 4. leE4
ICRP Cancer Model from Table 2.3 1.49E4 3.44E4 4.95E4

Table 2.5

Population.Weighted Risk of Cancer Fatality (0.16.1 kin)

MACCS 1.5.11 Cancer Risk Factors i.70E-3 3.29E-3 8.04E-3
i,MF-132 Cancer Model from Table 2.1 3.08E-3 6.60E-3 1.39E-2
ICRP Cancer Model from Table 2.3 7.03E-3 1.48E-2 2.98E-2

assumed that all organs receive equal doses at a low dose or not it encounters SAVE statements, notably VAX/VMS

rate, the resultant cancer risk predictions from the two systems. On systems which do not automatically preserve
models (ICRP 60 and LMF-132) will be identical. That is, storage values, a compiler option switch is usually offered
if the LMF-132 risk factors |or each individual organ are which can be used to cause all local variables to be

summed, the result is O.05/Gray--numerically identical to remembered. The current version does not require the use
the ICRP 60 risk factor for low LET radiation, of such compiler switches, In all routines which require

them, SAVE statements have boon added to the code to

perform that function. Hollerith constants in the code have

2.2 Enhanced Portability beenreplaced by constants of type character. Future
versions of FORTRAN will omit the Hollerith constant as

a data type.
MACCS now assigns unit numbers to its input and output

files with FORTRAN OPEN statements in the code. The All known instances of references to undefined variables
previous version relied on "precormection' of units lAN78] have been corrected. There is thus no ne.cd to utilize

accomplished through Job Control Language (JCL) compiler switches that cause all storage locations to be
instructions. The code no longer uses preconnected units initialized to zero.
since some computer systems, notably DOS PCs, do not

offer the option of preconnecting a unit number to a file. The amount of random access memory (RAM) required by
the code has been reduced by using single COMMON

Upon a return from a subroutine or function, FORTRAN blocks for more than one purpose-_.,;sentially "reusing"
77 specifies that values in storage locations may become COMMONs. As a result of this change, 3.7 MB of RAM
undefined unless there are explicit SAVE statements to is now required to run the code on an IBM compatible PC.
indicate that those values should be preserved. Some The previous version required 4.3 MB of RAM.
compilers will automatically preserve those values whether

7 NUREG/CR-6059
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2.2.2 Consistent U_ei_Interface on Multiple
2.2.1 Porting MACCS to VAX and UNIX Platforms

Systems
The Job Control Language file provided with MACCS

MACCS VERSION 1.5.11.1 is being distributed in PKZIP allow a consistent method of initiating the code's execution
compressed format on two DOS tbrmatted 3.5" floppy on five different computer systems. The convention used
disks (1.4 MB) in order to be readily available to users of for defining the code's input files is based on the approach
IBM compatible PCs, IBM RISC S/6000 or Sun SPARC taken with the VAX/VMS version of MACCS 1.5.11 a:_d
workstations, Cray UNICOS, and VAX/VMS computer descr bed in Appendix C of the MACCS User's Guide
systems. The three README files included on the floppy [Ch90}.
disks are listed in Appendix C. The file README. 1ST,
on Disk #1 explains how to get MACCS running on the PC MACCS is executed by entering a command at the system
using Disk #1 alone, The files MACCS.FOR and prompt. Under DOS, this is usually C: >. On VAX/VMS
MACCS.EXE on Disk #1 at_ Lahey FORTRAN source systems the system prompt is usually the dollar sign ($)
and executable files for DOS PCs. while under UNIX systems a per cent symbol (%) may be

present, The command entered is the name of the JCL file
In order to obtain MACCS source code for VAX/VMS tbliowed by arguments corresponding to the code's input

systems or the UNIX systems (Sun SPARC, IBM RISC and output filenames.
S/6000, or Cray UNICOS)_ the u.,.;ermust decompress the
PKZIP file named MAXLIB.ZIP on Disk #2 as explained The sequence of filenames is defined as follows: (1)
in README. IST. The file README#2.TXT produced ATMOS User Input File, (2) EARLY User Input File, (3)
by this decompression provides additio_lal guidance to the CHRONC User Input File, (4) Meteorological Data File,
user. (5) Site Data File, and (6) List Output File. Six arguments

must be supplied since no default values are provided. If

The FORTRAN s_urce code (IBM6OOO.F, SPARC.F, any arguments are to be omitted, a null argument is

UNICOS.F, or VAXVMS.FOR), as well as the Sample specified as double quotation marks (").
Problem input and output files and the appropriate Job
Control Language file (F,_LINMAXVX.COM or With the JCL files provided, Sample Problem C is executed
RUNMAXCS.) must then be transported from the PC to as follows:

the target system.
under DOS,

Appendix D describes the sequence of operations which RUNMAXPC INIC IN2C IN3C .... TEMPC
were neces_ry to install MACCS on VAX/VMS, S/6000,
SPARC, and UNICOS systems at Sandia National under VMS,
Lab<_ratories. Since software and hardware configurations RUNMAXVX INIC IN2C IN3C .... TEMPC

can vary from site to site it is possible that modifications of
these procedures may be necessary to meet the local under UNIX,
conditions, If any difficulties are encountered, please RUNMAXCS IN IC IN2C IN3C .... TEMPC.
contact the authors for assistance.

All five versions of MACCS were generated using an
I TPDATE |brmat program library containing the machine-
dependent coding required by the various systems. The file
used to generate the program library is included on Disk #2
as MACCS.LIB. For guidance on setting up a program
library please refer to Appendix E.

NUREG/CR-6059 8



Appendix A

Errors in MACCS 1.5.11 That Have Been Corrected

Introduction
CHRONC organ list was defined as being composed of (1)

In some circumstances the errors described in thisappendix the critical organ for relocation (the input variable
may have already been encountered by users of the prior CRIORG) in addition to (2) the set of organs used for
version of MACCS. For some applications, these errors calculating cancers defined in EARLY. In the Sample
may have had little or no effect on the results generated. Problem, neither thyroid nor stomach were def;--ed as
The two errors of greatest significance are described in cancer organs in EARLY. Thyroid cancer was _ "ned
Sections A.I and A.2. With the information provided, the using the pseudo-organ THYROIDH, because, t the
user can determine whether either of these errors have been calculation of THYROIDH dose, it was assumed that I-131

within the body is one-third as effective in inducing cancerencountered and judge the necessity of repeating any past
calculations with the new version of the code, MACCS as other sources of radiation [Ev90].

1.5. I1.1, in which the errors have been corrected. The
additional errors described in Secti(m A.3 are not expected If CHRONC was requested to produce thyroid or stomach

to have had a major impact on past calculated results--in consequence measures and these organs were not defined
for calculating cancer risks in EARLY, an undetectedmost cases the code would either encounter a fatal error

and terminate execution or produce a negligible numeric internal error could have occurred and erroneous results
discrepancy, could have been generated. Those erroneous results might

occur for consequence measures other than the TYPE5,
TYPE6, and TYPE9 results mentioned above (i.e.,

A.1 Early-Chronc Organ List _ in that run may be incorrect). This is not thefault of the user since the code's documentation does not

Discrepancy prohibit against or warn against the u_ge that produces the
error.

As a result of an error report by General Electric [Gr91],
it has been discovered that MACCS 1.5.11 could generate There is no need for concern unless CHRONC was
incorrect results if it is used to calculate population doses requested to generate TYPE5, TYPE6, or TYPE9 results
and centerline doses (TYPE5 and TYPE6 results) to the for an organ not found on its internal list of organs. The
thyroid in cases where both the EARLY and CHRONC List Output file includes two tables which show the

modules are being exercised. Incorrect results could also CHRONC organs and cancer models. An example of this
result if the CHRONC module is requested to generate a output is illustrated in Table A. 1.
breakdown of long-term population dose (TYPE9 results)
to the thyroid. This problem is not limited to thyroid dose The organs for which CHRONC has calculated doses are
results--it could also occur for the stomach if the MACCS EDEWBODY, RED MARR, BONE SUR, BREAST,

Sample Problems are modified so that the CHRONC LUNGS, THYROIDH, and LOWER LI. If any other
module generates consequence measures for that organ, organs were requested in the generation of CHRONC
For the Sample Problem distributed with MACCS 1.5.11, results, the results of that run may be incorrect.
the thyroid and stomach are the only two organs which
could cause this problem.

The cause of this problem is that CHRONC did not
actually calculate doses for thyroid and stomach since they
were not included in its own internal list of organs. The

9 NUREG/CR-6059
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Table A. 1

MACCS 1.5.11 List Output File Excerpt Showing
CHRONC Organ List and Cancer Organ List

8 ORGANS ARE UTILIZED IN THE "CHRONC" MODEL.
1 SKIN
2 EDEWBODY
3 RED MARR
4 BONE SUR
5 BREAST
6 LUNGS
7 THYROIDH
8 LOWER LI

THE CRITICAL ORGAN FOR "EARLY" WAS EDEWBODY
CRITICAL ORGAN FOR LONG-TERM ACTION IS EDEWBODY

7 CANCER EFFECTS ARE DEFINED IN THE MODEL.
INDEX CANCER EFFECT ORGAN ALPHA ..

1 LEUKEMIA RED MARR 3.900E-01 ..
2 BONE BONE SUR 3.900E-01 ..
3 BREAST BREAST 1.000E + O0 ..
4 LUNG LUNGS 3.900E-01 ..
5 THYROID THYROIDH I.O00E + O0 ..
6 GI LOWER LI 3.900E-01 ..
7 OTHER LOWER LI 3.900E-01 ..

A.2 Skin Dose Calculated at Plume 3. Corrected a failure to initialize Common

Centerline Height /MULREL/inSubroutineINPREL.
4. Improved the code's diagnostic messages when

The calculation of dose to the special organ SKIN in input errors are encountered by Subroutines
MACCS 1.5.11 was incorrectly calculated using the air INPREL, INPOPT, EDCINP, INEVAC, INPOPU,

concentration at the plume centerline height instead of the INPEMR, INOUT3.
air concentration at ground level. For ground-level plumes

not subject to plume rise this error had no effect. For 5. Eliminated a potential divide-by-zero in Subroutine
elevated releases or buoyant plumes, this error could have ATMOUT when spatial intervals are large by
led to significant overestimation of skin health effects, rewriting the equation for washout to avoid

truncation error.

A.3 Miscellaneous Minor Corrections 6. corrected the code's inability to set the risk
dominant plume (MAXRIS) to plumes other than

1. Corrected the failure to initialize error flags and the first plume when weather category bin sampling

function values in the input processor routines (METCOD=2) is beingused. The valuesoflDAY
CGETI, IGETI, LGETI, and RGETI. and IHOUR chosen by the weather sampling

algorithm are no longer being modified by
2. Eliminated the reference to an uninitialized element Subroutine ADJTIM.

of array DFING in Subroutine EXCINP.

N UREG/CR-6059 10
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7. Corrected a failure to properly interpret some input error is sometimes encountered. The logarithmic
character strings--this was reported as an inability inter- polation in Subroutine 1..TACUM is now

to add europium to the list of radionuclides in the performed only if the argument fi)r the log function
ATMOS user input file. is at least i.E-20. In MACCS 1.5.11, the log

function is evaluated if the argument is not equal to
8. In Subroutine EGEOM, developed a new approach zero.

to approximating the Gaussian histogram due to
failure to achieve exact conservation of mass on 13. Corrected a portability problem on the IBM RISC

deposited material. The table lookup for the error S/6000 where an INTRINSIC function named
function was replaced with a polynomial fit. Also, ABORT was conflicting with a MACCS routine by
the crosswind offset distance is now calculated on the _me name. To correct the problem,

the basis of a circular arc instead of the previously EXTERNAL ABORT statements were added to all

used perpendicular tangent distance, the MACCS subprograms which call ABORT.
This ensures that the MACCS abort routine will be

9. In Subroutine LTACUM, when LTACTN =50, the used to force an exit.

last organ on the list was used incorrectly for
interpolation of doses to all the organs. Now each 14. Modified the calculation of early fatality and early

individual organ's dose is used tbr the interpolation injury risks to avoid the possibility of numeric
instead of using the dose to the last organ on the overflow when doses are very large.
list.

15. When MACCS is used in the framework of a

10. In Subroutine ECCGET, eliminated the double- NUREG-II50 type calculation INRg01 the

counting of evacuation cost in TOTAL generation of CCDFs is performed by another
ECONOMIC COST. program, PRPOST. That program, as well as

others in the suite of NUREG-1150 codes, requires

11. The list of organs reported as used by CHRONC that certain intbrmation be made available from
on the code's output listing incorrectly included MACCS. The neces_ry information can be written
skin. In fact, skin doses are not calculated by to FORTRAN unit 80 as an unformatted file. In
CHRONC (in either 1.5.11 or in 1.5.11.1). This addition to writing the unit 80 file, the MACCS

error is apparent in Table A.I as produced by result files, units 31-34, must be preserved after
MACCS 1.5.11. code execution so that they may be processed by

the SAVE program. If MACCS is to be usad in

12. Corrected a portability problem on the IBM 3090 this manner, the necessary code modifications can
where due to an apparent error in the IBM be activated by performing a correction run with
FORTRAN implementation, a LOG OF ZERO CMP that includes a *DEFINE, UNITSO card in

the CMP input file.
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APPENDIX B

B.I Overview of the Test/Verification • References made to undefined array values in
Plan PUTSTM

Several changes have been made to the MACCS code since In an attempt to test/verify the correctness of the changes
the release of version 1.5.11. These changes have been made to the code a systematic plan has been devised.
made either in an attempt to correct errors that have be_'a Verification of the corrections made fall into two
detected in the code since the time of its release or in an categories:
attempt to increase the portability of the code ii.;o the PC
environment or onto computer's other than VAX/VMS. • those that can be tested by running the code with
The focus of these changes have been addressed in either (1) altered input files to verify correct
Appendix A aria have been incorporated into revision handling by the code or (2) creating an auxiliary
1.5.1 i.1 of the code. The tbllowinglisting summarizes the output file from MACCS which could be
diagnosed problems in version 1.5,11 of the MACCS code: visually examined to verify the integrity of

corrections made, and
• OPEN statements needed to connect the files to

units • those that can best be verified through a visual
inspection of the code itself.

• Failure to conserve all material deposited onto
the ground

B.I.1 Modifications to be Tested by
• Failure to properly diagnose user input errors Running the MACCS Code and

• Inability to set MAXRIS to values other than one Inspecting the Output

• Term in summation of TOTAL ECONOMIC It is desirable to first establish some baseline output files
COST omitted which can be used fi_r comparison of results from testing.

To do that a base set of input files is to be created which
• Potential for divide-by-zero in ATMOUT will used throughout the testing, unless otherwise specified.

This base set of input files will include the following:
• Code bombs when europium added to the

nuclide list • an ATMOS input file which is the Sample
Problem A ATMOS input file but without the

• Incorrect calculation of skin dose at centerline second source term,

• Acute/lifetime switch for TYPE 3 results not • an EARLY input file which is the Sample
valittated Problem A EARLY input, file but with only a

single emergency response scenario,
• Improper definition of the CHRONC organ list

• the Sample Problem A CHRONC input file.
• Incorrect organ used in interpolation tot

LTACTN = 50 For each general category of test cases, a test identification
number (TIN) has been assigned to each of the general

• No switch in EARLY for application of DDREF areas in which testing is to be done. When the actual runs
to cancer risks are made with the MACCS code a test number will be

associated with each run. This test number will carry the

• Portability problems (IBM and CRAY designation of (TIN)_#, where # is the number of the
mainframes and workstations) particular run to test/verify a specific change made to the
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code. This notation will be used in both this appendix and dominant plume is selected to be other than the first plume.
in Appendix C, the test report. Examination of the output should also verify that weather

'rials are no longer being repeated,

TIN = 1 Failure to conserve all tnaterial deposited on the Expected result:
ground

By separating the weather sampling function from the
Subroutine(s) modified: EGEOM weather loading function the latter will no longer interfere

with the former and the weather _mpling will function as

An auxiliary output file will be created, and WRITE intended without the code bombing when it encounters an
statements will be inserted into the EGEOM subroutine to end-of-file during the reading of the weather sampling data.

produce output which will allow inspection to verify that
the material in the tails is in tact being conserved. TIN = 4 Term in summation of TOTAL

ECONOMIC COST omitted

Expected result:
Subroutine(s) mo0ified: ECCGET

It is expected that the material in the tails of the Gaussian
distribution is now being conserved by combining it with Test by running both versions with the creation of an
the material in the outermost elements and that the amount auxiliary file into which will be written the values of the

deposited in those elements is being appropriately omitted term and the value of TOTAL ECONOMIC COST
increased, to verify that the omitted term is now b_.ing included in the

summation.

TIN = 2 Failure to properly diagnose user input errors
Expected result:

Subroutine(s) modi fled:
It is expected that the value of the TOTAL ECONOMIC

CGETI, IGETI, IGETN, LGETN, RGETI RGETN, COST as determined by version 1.5,11.1 will now differ
INPREL, 1NPOPT, EDCINP, INEVAC, INPOPU, from that of version 1.5.11 by the value of ECC(3), the
INPEMR, previously omitted term.
INOUT3, OPNERL

TIN = 5 Potential for divide-by-zero in ATMOUT

Test by preparing input files which have the |bllowing
types of errors: Subroutine(s) modified: ATMOUT

• incorrect identifiers Test by running both versions of the code and setting the

following parameter values prior to the calculation of
• values outside acceptable range for input AVGCOV in the subroutine atmout:

parameters
DELTIM = ,001

• values of incorrect type for input DISTXI = I.OE+20

parameters
Expected result:

Expected result:
Version 1.5.11 will bomb as it tries a divide by zero, but

It is expected that version 1.5.11.1 will give correct and version 1.5.11.1 will complete the calculation of AVGCOV
definitive error messages due the different but equivalent tbrm of the equation used

in the calculation.

TIN = 3 Inability to set MAXRIS to values other
than one TIN = 6 Code bombs when europium is added to the

nuclide list

Subroutine(s) modified: ADJTIM, BINSAM
Subroutine(s) modified: IMREAL

Test by running both versions and verify that the code no
longer encounters a fatal execution error when the risk

i 3 NUREG/CR-6059
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Test by running both the old and the new versions of Test by running both versions of the code with LTACTN
MACCS whilo adding europium to the nuclide list with and set to 50 and writing to an auxiliary file the values of the
without enclosing ties. In addition all other alphabet letters doses as derived in loops 140 and 160.
not currently being used as first letters in the nuclide list
will be ex_mined to ensure that MACCS doesn't have a yet Expected result:
undetected problem handling another letter.

It is expected that version 1.5.11.1 will no longer _ve only
Expected result: the dose for the final organ, but will instead reflect the

doses for all organs.
Both versions are expected to require enclosure by ticks
only in the case of the letter E since the problem arose TIN = 10 No switch in EARLY for application of
when the code mistook that letter to be a part of a real DDREF to cancer risks
number. Both versions will require that the letter E be
enclosed by ticks, but all other alphabet letters will be Subroutine(s) modified: INACAN, OPNERL, CANRIS
properly handled by the code.

Test by setting the dose threshold ACTHRE = 10. and
TIN = 7 Incorrect calculation of skin dose at then run the code using a high and low value tbr the dose

centerline dependent reduction factor, i.e., DDREFA = 1. and then
DDREFA = 10.

Subroutine(s) modified: EPCALC

Expected result:
Test by running both versions of the code and creating an

auxiliary file into which the values of HTFCTR and PSF It is expected that an order of magnitude difference will be
are printed, noted in the risk associated with early cancer and injury

risks.

Expected result:
TIN = ii Portability problems (IBM and CRAY

It is expected that the values of PSF resulting from the new mainframes and wo_'kstations)
version will differ from those from the old version by a
factor of HTFCTR Subroutine(s) modified: FATRIS, INJRIS (potential log-of-

zero error) PUTSTM (reference to undefined array
TIN = 8 Acute/lifetime switch for TYPE 3 results elements)

not validated

Test by running version 1.5.11. I on the IBM workstation

Subroutine(s) modified: INOUT3 with the Lahey FORTRAN compiler and compare the
results to those from running version 1.5.11.1 on the VAX.

Test by running both versions of MACCS and by using Also set storage to "undefined" and run both versions on
'NEITHER' as the value of DOSFLG tor one of the organs the same IBM workstation. Inspections of the code to
in the early input file. verify that the current coding successfully avoids the

possibility of trying to take a log-of-zero.
Expected result:

Expected result:
It is expected that the new version of MACCS will stop
execution with an error message that indicates that only It is expected that the results from the two first two runs
'ACUTE' and 'LIFETIME' art acceptable values tor will be identical. It is also expected that only version
DOSFLG. 1.5.11. I will run when storage is set to "undefined".

TIN = 9 Incorrect organ used in interpolation for
LTACTN = 50

Subroutine(s) modified: LTACUM
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B.I.2 Modification to be Verified newmodel affects the calculation of the g_,metric factors

Through Inspection of the (the average height of the Gaussian over the line gridelements and the ch)udshine correction factors for the fine

Code grid elements) used by MACCS to determine the early
doses. In addition to the changes in the model itself', one

The following changes to the MACCS code will be verified of the errors be,ing corrected was to incorporate the
through visual inspection of not only the CMP input file material in the tails of the distribution by "dumping" it into
but also the coding of version 1.5.11.1 in the MACCS the outermost line grid element. In an attempt to isolate
code: and determine the overall effect of the model change and to

isolate and determine theoverall effectof the incorporation

• O.r'EN statements needed to connect files to of the material in the tails of the distribution, version
units 1,5. I I was run in three configurations:

• Improper definition of the CHRONC organ
list I. unchanged,

It is expected that each of the input and output files used 2. replacing the original interpolative model in version
during the execution of the MACCS code will he opened 1.5. ! I with the new polynomial approximation to

the Gaussian curve without including the material inproperly. It is further expected that the CHRON,? organ
the tails, and

list will be found to be a duplication of' the EARLY organ
list in version 1.5. I 1.1 of MACCS.

3. using version 1.5.11 with both the new polynomial
approxinmti(m (o the Gaussian curve and
incorporating the material in the tails into the

B.2 Verification Report ,,ut,_rm,,st elements.

Several changes have been made in the MACCS code since An average increase of .558% in the total amount of
the last released version (I.5. !1). These changes were material deposited when only the interpolative model was
made in order to address the issues discussed in Appendix replaced by the polynomial approximation model wLs
A. To ensure that the changes made have not affected the calculated. In addition, an average increase of .542% in

integrity of the code, the correctness of those changes has the total amount of material deposited was note,d when the
been verified by exercising the code and inspecting the material in the tails of the distribution was conserved. As

output, a result of these two changes, an overall increase of slightly
over 1% was noted in the deposited material. This increase

For the verificatior_ process, a basic set of simplilie.d input was reflected in the early et'f_ts as calculated by the

files was created. These input files were derived from MACCS codeas expected.
those for Sample Problem A by using only a single source

term in the ATMOS input file and a single emergency For any given segment of the testing, the code was run
response scenario in the EARLY input file. Both versions with'
of MACCS were then run using the simplitied set of input

files to establish a baseline output tile fl)r each version 1. the input files were constructed to s_ifically check
against which comparisons would be made. the way the code responded to specific parameter

values, or
In addition to the changes made to the MACCS code to

correct the errors noted in Appendix A or to enhance the 2. the MACCS code was altered to create an auxiliary
portability of the code, there have been rather extensive output file used to write out the specific calculated
changes made in the way in which the area under the values from within MACCS so the correctness of

Gaussian curve is calculated. The original model used changes could be verified by examination of the
linear interlxflation based on table Icu)kupvalues. This has auxiliary output file.
been replaced by a model which uses a tormula !br the

area under the normal distribution from negative infinity to In most cases, both the old and the new versions of

x. The formula used was obtained from The Hgndb0{]k of MACCS were run. When it was n_essary to compare the
Mathematical Functions by Abramovitz and Stegan. The output from the two versions of MACCS, diffbrences in the
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two output files were isolat_J by running DIFFERI:N [:S n.3 Summary of Findings of
,,n the output file_. Testing/Verification
A listing of all output files (or DIFFERENCES output file
t_r the, two output files) from the test runs has been By inspection of the output files from the verification
maintained along with the _:orrespondmginput files, These pr(.:edures as outlined alcove, it was determined that the

files are available h)r inspection, in those cases where changes to MACCS have h_n implemented correctly, The
WRITE statements were added to the MACCS code itself current version (i,5,11,1) not only incorporates the
l. verify correct derivation of parameter values, an indicated corr_tions, hut has also been enh,,nced to

auxiliary output file was created for that information, improve the error mes_ges by making them more explicit,
These auxiliary output files have also h_n maintaine.d.

Any modifications made to the code to improve r.wtahility
Table B,I summaries the assigned nurnh_r for each have also been veritied hy running the current version of
verification pr(_edure, the MACCS input files which were the code and comparinll the results with those obtained hy
used for each of the pro,'edure.s, and a brief description of running MACCS on a VAX/VMS system, No differencesI

the oh,rages made to the code or the input files for each of have been h_und in the output file listings, In addition, the
th_ verification procedures, The test number is L.'(mlposed curr_nt version does alleviate the potential for overflow and
of the TIN (s_ Section t3, I) and a number following the divide-by-zero errors,
underscore (.) which indicates a particular configuration of
either input files or code changes under which the runs As tested, the current version (1.5,11,1) of MACCS
were. made for that particular test, The: input tiles used are appears to he the result of making correction:_ and
described in "ruble B,2, enhancing the code in a way which has maintained the

integrity of the code,
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T_hleII,I

Summary t_t the A_il_ned Number _t E.ch Vurlli,:tltmn _lnd|h_ MACCS Input Fil_ IJ_,d

MAC(,S Input f:i1_,_
Tesl .........' -- ' --' ....-- -- " +_::L:::"-m:- ,_Llllllltllry L)|'

No. ATMOS EARI.,Y CI IRONC inputt('t_de Chanl/eS
--- ___. -- JL ...... _ ........__ ...... . _, _ '-- .i,_ ,,,,,,,,, i,t,i,i J .... ,u -..... ,L "-

I I A I El NOC InI:(,I;(M mutin_:

Add wrilt_,_laiUlllelllIo wrl|_ oul lh¢

rnal_ri.linlheouh,rlllO,_l¢i_m_nland

|hem_luri.linlhufails(h<_lh
ver,_mns)

l:t_r2lh_2 It)'o

In A'j'M()S inpul tih..:
()(I,,NIa Il(X)l ,'I'RI;E,

For 2 20 m 2 22:

In ATM()S inplll lilt:
()( t:NI A! I(X)I ,TRtlh

In EARI.Y mpu! fih,:
()(hN I A 12001 ,TR III.!

in ATM()S mpul fih,:
2 I A2 I (IliNIIMRADtx)I GENI.JMRAX(_()I

2 2 A2 2 (:IESPAEND(X)I ,: (;ESPAEND(X)2
(l ESPAI!N l)(X)2 :+ (; IiSPAEN DOO!

2 3 A2 3 (]tiSPAENI)IX)I _ (I;Si_AEND(X)I

2 4 A2 4 Wl)('WASIiI(X)I _ I

2 5 A2 5 WI)SWAStlI(X)I ,-,TRUE,

2 6 A2,6
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Su_ry of the AssignedNumber of Each Verification and the MACCS Input File8 U_J
i,,., ,_ L,. __ , ill ,,,,,,,i _ ,, ,, . ,.,,.., _ _ _

MACCS Input File_

No, ATMOS EARLY CHRONC Input/Code Changes
. i i ii iL_ iii i _ __ i if_ll . _ iii iHll ,,,L__ IIIH11_ .......--

in ATMOS input file:
M I METCODO01 = 2
RDNUMRELO01 = 2
RDMAXRISOOI = 2

Releasefractions:
A3 1 El NOC Plume 1: All 1,0E+O

Plume 2: All 1.0E-I
Relea,,mfractions:

3 1 A3 2 El NOC Plume I: All I.OE-I
Plume 2: All 1,0E+O

32
...... i iiiiiii ill i -- -- -- MII I II HI Illl j]jj_ IIIIIlfl .VII II I[ JlJ .... _

4 1 A I E I C' Write _tatementin MACCS:

(routine ECCGET - I_th verHions)
- write out value of ECC(5)
- write out value of ECC(3)

........ iii iiiiii i iiiii i I i -- L i Irllllll ]lllllnHI _l II I!1

S_l Ai_NOE Set following values in
MACCS:

(routineATMOUT -tx)thver._ions)
-DELTIM = 0.O01

DISTXI _=I.OE+20
....... ,,, - __. ,............ - , ...... --
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Summary of the Assigned Number of Each Verification and the MACCS Input Files Used
IBIIT_ 1] _ Iilll ± I IIII L_

MACCS Input Files

Test - - _ -- -- -- Summary of
No. ATMOS EARLY CHRONC lnput/Ct_e Changes

..... i i,u_ : i1,1 , • __ _ - ii _ i ,

In ATMOS input file:
OCENDATI001 _ .TRUE.

Insert the tbllowinll dummies into the
nuclide list (for NUCNAM):

(running both versions)
ISOTPGRP060 = 'E-IO'

6_I A61 RDCORINV060 = 'E-10'

ISOTPGRP060 = E-IO

62 A6_2 iSOTPGRP060 = E-IO

ISOTPGRP043 = D-IO

6+3 A63 ISOTPGRP045 = F-IO
ISOTPGRP047 = G-IO

ISOTPGRP048 = H-IU
ISOTPGRP050 = J-iO
ISOTPGRP051 = O-I0
ISOTPGRP052 = Q-IO
ISOTPGRP054 = U-IO
ISOTPGRP055 = V-IO
ISOTPGRP056 = W-IO
ISOTPGRPO58 = Z-IO

RDCORINV043 = D-IO
RDCORINV045 = F-IO

RDCORINV047 = G-IO

RDCORINVO48 = 11-i0

RDCORINV050 = J-lO

RDCOR!NV051 = O-I0

RDCORINV052 = Q-IO
RDCORINV054 = U-IO

RDCORINV055 = V-IO

RDCOR]NV056 = W-10

RDCORINV058 = Z-IO

7 1 A 1 El NOC WRITE statement in MACCS:

(routine EPCALC - both versions)

-writeoutvalueofFITFCTR(IRAD,IREL)

-writeoutvalueoI'PSF(IRAD,IREL)
.........
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Summary of the Assigned Number of Each Verification and the MACCS Input Files Used
J!lJJ .... I i ilulllllU i I lul _ _ _ i ii i i,, i

MACCS Input Files
Test --_ - -- .... - .... :_--:............ "- - Summary of
No, ATMOS EARLY CHRONC Input/Code Changes

..... lll,ll_ II]]lII_ l l lUlll l ll_l II I IIIITI -- _ l ".... .iili "_ --

in ATMOS & EARLY input files:
OCENDATIOOI = FALSE.
OCENDAT2001 = .TRUE.

In EARLY input file:

8_i A 1 ES_I TYPE3NUMBER = 3
NAME:
TYPE3OUTOOI ,= 'RED MARR'
TYPE3OUT002 = 'LUNGS'
TYPE3OUT003 = 'EDEWBODY'

DOSFLG:
TYPE3OUTOOI ,= 'ACUTE'
TYPE3OUT002 = 'NEITHER'
TYPE3OUT003 = 'LIFETIME'

[ ........ ii i I I I l IIIII ..........

9_1 A 1 E I C Set following value in
MACCS (routine LTACUM):
(run both versions)
LTACTN = 50

, .... . ,,,,, ,, ,,,,,, -.

In EARLY input file:
OCENDAT2001 = .TRUE.

in EARLY input file:
(running both versions)
LCACTHREO01 = i0.

I0 1 A I EIO i DDREFA = I.EO (all)

I0 2 A 1 El02 DDREFA = l,El(all)

I I I A I E I C Run both versions on IBM workstation with
Lahey FORTRAN compiler and run both
versions on VAX

Set the following value in MACCS (in
routines FATRIS and INJRIS):
(run both versions on IBM workstation
and on VAX)

DRAT10 = !.148

II 2 A 1 E 1 C In FATRIS: EFFACB(IFAT)- IOO.

11_3 A ! E_I C InlNJRIS: EIFACB(IFAT) = 100.

Set storage to "undetined' and run both
versions on a Lahey DOS/PC system

ii iii i] i JJll i jii _llll! II
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Table B.2

Input Files Used
-- Irlll' J I N , ,,, - II-- [I [ - I'POl ' IIIIIi111_ .... ---_-

" -"InputFile............... Description ................... ......-- -- _

A I ATMOS inputfileusingsingle._)urceterm

A21 ATMOS input files with type mismatch of input variables with the
to type expected by MACCS input processing

A2_19
and

A2_21

A3_I ATMOS input files to check output when MAXRIS is set to 2 and
and the release fl'actions are varied between the two plumes in a

A32 consistent manner

A I_NOE ATMOS input file with a single source term set to prevent running
the EARLY module

A6_I ATMOS input files set to check the ability of MACCS to read
to isotope names beginning with any letter

A6_3

EI NOC EARLY input file with a single emergency response scenario and set
to prevent running the CHRONC module

El EARLY input file with single emergency response scenario

E8 1 EARLY input file with single emergency response scenario, set to
- prevent running the CHRONC module and to check the ability of

MACCS to detect errors in input of TYPE3OUT names

EIO 1 EARLY input files with single emergency response scenario and
to - setting the variables LCACTHRE and DDREFA to verify that the

EIO 2 do_ reduction factor is being correctly applied

C Sample problem A CHRONC input file _
_ III -- II ___ II -- I -- .... Ullflil imllli ,, qli.,, i l l
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APPENDIX C

C.I Listing of File README.1ST Disk #1 contains the files necessary to exerci_ MACCSVersion !.5.11.1 on a DOS/PC for all three Sample
From Installation Disk #1 Problems described in the MACCS U_r's Guide.

Installation of MACCS on a DOS/PC can be accomplished The 23 following files are contained in MAXCOD.ZIP on

using Disk #1 alone. Disk #1 :

I. Make a directory for the MACES code DOSDATA.INP Dose conversion factor input
MKDIR C:\MAXCOD <CR> file

2. Make that directory current F77L3.EER - Error message file used by
CHDIR C:\MAXCOD < CR > Lahey FORTRAN at runtime

3. Copy floppy disk #1 to that directory F77L3.FIG - Configuration file with
COPY B: *.* <CR > cornriler switches for Lahey

FORTRAN

4. Run PKUNZIP to decompress
INIA.INP - ATMOS input for SampleMAXCOD.ZIP PKUNZIP MAXCOD <CR>

Problem A

5. Follow the directions given in README#1 .TXT
INIB.INP - ATMOS input for Sample

Disk #1 contains all the files ne_dt_]k, install MACCS on Problem B

an IBM compatible PC and execute the three Sample
Problems to verify correct installation. INIC.INP - ATMOS input for SampleProblem C

Disk //2 contains the files needed to install MACCS on

VAX/VMS, IBM RISC S/6000, Sun SPARC, and Cray IN2A.INP - EARLY in[.'Jt for Sample

UNICOS computer systems in addition to UPDATE tormat Problem A
_urce input for generating a program library. For code

IN2B.INP - EARLY input for Samplerecipients who will be using MACCS only ,,n PCs, it may
not be necessary to load Disk #2. Problem B

Notes: Decompression of Disk #1 requires 4.5 MB ,,fdisk IN2C.INP - EARLY input for Sample

storage space. Problem C
Decompression of Disk #2 requires 6.7 MB of disk
storage space. IN3A.INP - CHRONC input for SampleProblem A

PKUNZIP is a copyrighted program designate_J as
shareware. IN3B.INP - CHRONC input tot Sample

Further information can be obtained b), typnng Problem B
PKUNZIP/? <CR>

IN3C.INP - CHRONC input for Sample
Problem C

C.2 Listing of File README#1.TXT LISTA.OUT List output from Sample
From Installation Disk #1 Problem A

This file d(_uments the contents of Disk #l ,,f the MACCS LISTB.OUT List output from Sample
!.5.1 I.! Package. Problem B

LISTC.OUT List output from Sample
Problem C
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MACCS.LOG Log file of mes_ges from is incompatible with those operating environments.
Lahey FORTRAN For information on Lahey FORTRAN

compatibility, contact Lahey at (702) 831-2500.

MACCS.EXE - DOS/PC Executable image of
MACCS 1.5.11.1 Limited testing of MACCS has shown no

incompatibilities with DESQview 386.
MACCS,FOR - DOS/PC FORTRAN source

code for MACCS 1.5,11.1 2. If Lahey FORTRAN F77L-EM/32 is available,
re,compile MACCS by typing

MAKEXEC.BAT - Batch file to compile and link
a FORTRAN program MAKEXEC MACCS <CR>

METSUR.INP - Meteorological data file for If Lahey FORTRAN is not available, skip this step
Surry and use the executable provided (MACCS.EXE). if

any problems are encountered, the Lahey
README#1.TXT - The help file you are now FORTRAN compiler must be used to generate a

reading new executable and a symbol table for the Lahey
RUNMAXPC.BAT - Batch file to execute MACCS Symbolic OnLine Debugger (SOLD).

on a DOS/PC system
3. Run the three Sample Problems by typing

SURSIT.INP - Site data file for Surry
RLINMAXI_ INI( _ IN2C IN3C..... TEMPf' <CR>

RLINMAXP(' INIB IN2B IN3B METSUR SURSIT TEMPB <CR>

H..ardwareand Software Requirements for MACCS on an RLINMAXPf"INIAIN2A IN3A M_SLIR SLIRSITTEMPA <CR>

IBM PC or Compatible
Sample Problem A required the following times on

IBM PC or compatible with math coprocessor various machines:

(30386/30387 or 30486 DX), 4 megabytes of RAM, 20 386/25 7300 seconds
megabytes disk space for permanent and temporary files,
Microsoft or IBM (v. 3.3 or later) or Digital Research (v. 486/25 3040 seconds
6.0 or later) DOS.

486/33 2170-2380 seconds

For those users wishing to modify MACCS, the Lahey
FORTRAN F77L-EM/32 compiler (v. 4.01 or later) is 4. Compare the calculated results to LISTC.OUT,
recommended. LISTB.OUT, and LISTA.OUT as supplied on Disk

#1, The results should be identical.
Directions

Late Note: An early release of Lahey FORTRAN

1. If an expanded/extended memory device driver is version 5.0 is known to have an error
installed as a TSR, verify that the TSR driver is which prevents proper compilation of
compliant with the Virtual Control Point Interface MACCS. The linker incorrectly reports
(VCPI) standard. Unless the driver is VCPI that the code requires 8130MB of RAM
compliant, it must be unload_ before running to load. Lahey was informed of this
MACCS. The OS386 system u_ by Lahey defect in their software. MACCS is
FORTRAN will manage the u_ge of expanded
memory and therefore there is no need for QEMM, known to compile correctly under Lahey
etc., though as long as memory managers are VCPI FORTRAN versions 4.01 and 4.02.
compliant there should be no need to remove them
from the system when running MACCS.

it is possible that the next version of Lahey FORTRAN (v.
5.X) will allow MACCS to be executed under IBM OS/2.0
or WINDOWS 3.1. Current Lahey FORTRAN (v. 4.02)
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C.3 Listing of File README#2.TXT The four FORTRAN source code files include the machine-

From Installation Disk #2 dependent code that was necessary to make MACCS
operational on those types of computer systems as found at
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The specific sequence

This file documents the contents of Disk #2 of the MACCS of operations which were necessary to install MACCS on
1.5.1 I. I Package. these SNL computers are described in Appendix D of the

letter report "Installation Package for MACCS 1,5.1 i. 1"
Disk #2 contains the additional files needed to install accompanying the code.
MACCS on DEC VAX/VMS, as well as Sun SPARC,

IBM R1SC S/6000, and Cray UNICOS UNIX computer MACCS is maintained at SN asing the Code Maintenance
systems. Package (CMP)--an UPDATE emulator written by Sam

Thompson of SNL. For those who may wish to install the
The 9 following files are contained in MAXLIB.ZIP on code in a program library format using CMP, UPEML, or
Disk #2: any other such UPDATE emulator, this diskette includes

the file MACCS.SOR.
IBM6000. F MACCS FORTRAN source

code tot IBM RISC S/6000 For recipients wishing to learn the exact nature of the
UNIX workstations, differences between VAX/VMS versions 1.5.11 and

!.5. ! I. 1, a VAX/VMS DIFFERENCES listing is given on
MACCS.SOR UPDATE source input file this diskette as OLD NEW.OUT.

fl_r a MACCS 1.5.11.1

program library,

OLD NEW.OUT VAX/VMS

DIFFERENCES listing
comparing 1.5.11 and
1.5.11.1,

README#2.TXT - the text file you are now
reading,

RUNMAXCS. - C Shell script fi_r MACCS
on the IBM, Sun, and Cray
UNIX systems,

RUNMAXVX.COM Digital Command Language
(DCL) file to run MACCS
on VAX/VMS,

SPARC.F - MACCS FORTRAN source
code ti,r Sun SPARC UNIX

workstations,

UNICOS.F - MACCS FORTRAN source

code tot Cray UNICOS
UNIX systems,

VAXVMS, FOR MACCS FORTRAN source
code tot DEC VAX/VMS

systems.
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Installation of MACCS on VAX and UNIX Systems

D.1 VAX/VMS Systems t77-Nx600sparc,fmva.,,utmaccs.exe

This command caused the t77 compiler tt) generate the
Compilation of the MACCS code, VAXVMS.FOR, was a executable file a.out directly with no ohj_t file. The t"77
straightforward procedure under VMS 5.3. The tbllowing command above produced mes_ge lines for each code
commands were used to create the MACCS exe_:utablefile: module compiled as well as warnings, ('Local variable not

us_..:d"), for several modt,les. These mes_ges were

FORTRAN VAXVMS.FOR ignored. The compiler switch "-Nx600" was fl)und to be
nex'essary due to the large si_ of the MACCS source file.

LINK VAXVMS.OBJ It should turther he noted that the Sun F77 library was

installed on this Sun System (a SPARC station 2)
RENAME VAXVMS.EXE MACCS.EXE containing the routines ['date and etime that pr()vide

MACCS with date and time information from the operating
DELETE VAXVMS.OBJ system.

Compilation e:_ a VAX 8700 at Sandia required about 2 Afler executing the UNIX statements akn)ve, MACCS was
minutes of CPU time using VAX FORTRAN V5.3-50 and run using the C shell script, nmmaxcs, as [ollows:
produced no warnings or error messages.

chmod 755 runmaxcs
The Sample Problem files were ported to the VAX System
along with the VAX command procedure, n;nmaxcs inlc in2c in3c ....
RUNMAXVX,COM, and were run with the commands:

tempe
@RUNMAXVX IN IA IN2A IN3A METSUR SURSIT TEMPA
@RUNMAXVX INIB IN2B IN3B METSUR SI.JRSIT TEMPB

@RUNMAXVX INIC tN2CIN3C ..... TEMPC The first line was necessary to change protection c(_des on
runmaxcs alter migration to the Sun.

Note the use of pairs of double quotes as place holders for
input files not neces_ry for that run of MACES. The user The SPAR(" System produced the warning mes_ge:
may wish to consider pre-paring batch submission
procedures, notably for Problem A, which requir_ 30 Warning: the tollowing IEEE floating-l_)int
minutes of cpu time on the VAX used at Sandia. arithmetic exceptions occurred in this

program and were never cleared:
Numeric differences between the Sample Problem results Inexact; Underflow;
in files LISTA.OUT, LISTB.OUT, and LISTC.OUT on

the distribution disks and those generated on the VAX were when MACES was run. The warning message was ignored
inconsequential. Discrepancies were limited to differences since MACCS is known to generate underflow in some of
t}f ± I in the least significant digit for all hut two lines of the calculations.
output from Problem B. For those two, (lines 1960 and
1990), the IBM PC output in LISTB.OUT included the A minor difference encountered when running MACES on
word "UNIFORM" while the VAX output listed the value the SPARe Station was that the lines printed to the screen
3.58E+03. on the VAX (e.g., "ITRIAL : I", etc.) were written to

the list output file (tempc in the atnwe example). For

D.2 Sun Sparc Station Problem A this amounted to 270 lines and left the
interactive user with no indication of program progress.
The ITRIAL screen messages, and other in[bnnative

Compilation of the FORTRAN code SPARe. F (MAces) messages as well, are written to unit * within MACES
under SunOS Release 4.1. I required 4-5 minutes of clock (i.e., "WRITE(*," ) in order for them to appear on the
time and was accomplished with the commands: computer console (or terminal) and not be written to the list
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output file (unit 6). It was found that using unit 96 for the :t:1 in the least significant digit and seven cx_currences
list output file instead of unit 6 corrected this problem and where the difference was 2 in this digit, These latter all
allowed the output from "WRITE(*," to he written to the amounted to a relative error of much less than i percent.
console. This patch may not be valid on all systems since
a description of the observed behavior could not be found

in the Sun documentation. D.4 C ray Unicos System

Numeric results for the three ,,;ample problems were
compared to the PC results (as for the VAX Initial attempts to compile unicos.fon the SNLL Cray X-
implementation,) Di_repancieswere limited todifferences MP/28 using CFT77 5.0 under UNICOS 6.1.5 yielded
of + l in the least significant digit except fi)r one line from segldr warning mes_g_s regarding unsatisfied external
Problem B with the _me differences mentioned in D. 1, references to routines CHROUT, CRNRSK, OUTPT8, and

namely "UNIFORM" versus 3.58E+03. OUTPUT. When it was attempted to run the code, a fatalexecution error w_ encountered.

The unsatisfied external reference mes_ges were
D.3 IBM Risc S/6000 Workstation determined to be the result of errors in the Cray software.

The four supposedly missing routines were all present in
The file ibm6OOO.f, as it appeared under UNIX after the compiler input file. The Cray errors were then avoided
migration to the IBM S/6000 system, was compiled in hy setting a compiler switch to enable three types of run-
about 2.5 clock minutes with the command: time error checks: (1) checking that procedure arguments

are matched in number and type, (2) checking array
xlf ibm6OOO.f N,unds, and (3) checking conformance of arrays in array

expressions. MACCS was then compiled as fi,liows:
which produced line output for each module, as on the
SPARC Station. This included two warnings regarding cfi77 -Rahc unicos.f
"FUNCTION or ENTRY is not set" which were

disregarded. The outp," from the xlf compiler was a file This resulted in a successful compilation with only 2
named a.out, which was renamed to maccs.exe with the warning messages that were ignored. Both messages
UNIX command, my. No compiler options were fimnd m stated:
be n_es_ry. This compiiation was done at Sandia under
the IBM AIX Version 3 operating system with Version 1 An exponentiation was replaced with a

of AIX XL FORTRAN. multiplication by c,ptimization. This may
cause numerical differences.

When this version of MACCS was run on the S;'6000 the

results were similar to the SPARC Station. No warnings Compile time was aNmt 2 clock minutes. The resultant
were displayed at run time hut the "ITRIAL = 1" lines ohj_t file, unicos.o, was run through the Cray linker,
were output to the list output file rather than thu screen, segldr, by the command:
No attempt was made to correct this prc,hlem. Run time
for Problem A was fl,und to be about 33 clock minutes, segldr unicos.o -o maccs.exe

IBM's AIX FORTRAN implementation did not print a The segidr produced a CAUTION message ("Duplicate
leading zero tbr numbers between zero and one printed entry point 'ABORT' was encountered"). That mes_ge
with an F FORMAT code. This resulted in a large numher may he due to the inclusion of a routine named ABORT in
of spurious difterences generated hy the VAX routine the UNICOS FOR'FRAN lihrary of intrinsic functions. The

DIFF when it was used to compare output files, it should caution message was ignored.
be noted that the AIX FORTRAN documentatmn states that

leading zeroes are printed, hut an on-line installation m_te MACCS was run with the _me C shell script as fi,r the
indicates otherwise. SPARC and S/60OO machines but "ITRIAL =" lines were

here directed to the terminal screen, Cpu time rexluired for
Actual numeric differences produced by the S/60OO system, Problem A was about 13 minutes on the Cray with all three
in comparison to the IBM PC, included ,rely differences of run-time checks enabled.
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Numeric differences between the UNICOS results and the Thirteen of these discrepancies are slight variations in the

IBM PC output were mostly inconsequential, Problems B least significant digit amounting to relative errors much less
and C showe,d only differences of :1:1 in the least than I percent. The remaining eight discrepancies were
significant digit and the same two differences (lines 1960 extracted from the differences file and are shown in Table
and 1990) of "UNIFORM" vs. 3.58E+03 found for the D. 1, This table includes six pairs of lines produced by the
VAX and SPARC systems. However, Problem A VAX/VMS utility DIFF which was used to do a line-by-
exhibited some additional discrepancies when compared t_ line comparison of LISTA.OUT, from the IBM PC, and
output from the PC. UCSA.OUT, from the UNICOS Cray. The numeric

discrepancies are underlined.
The MACCS code, unicos.f, was recompiled using the
compiler switch -eu, enabling special rounding for real
division, in addition to the -Rabc switch. This change
removexl several numeric discrepancies between the Cray
and PC output files. In fact, the entire MACCS output tor
Problem A then showed only 21 lines with discrepancies
more significant than :t:I in the least significant digit.
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>
•7 .-_
c
rn Table D. 1 __

C'_ Largest Nun_nc DL_crep_ctes for Problem A Run und_ UNICOS _"

7_
File UD 17:[JFOSTER]LISTA.OUT; 1

o 2467 ERL FAT/TOTAL 1.6-2.1 KM 0.6561 2.00E-O2 1.78E-O2 5.99E-02 NOT-FOUND NOT-FOLLND NOT-FOUND 6.25E-O2 9.35E

File UD17:[JFOSTERIUCSA.OUT; 1
2467 ERL FAT/TOTAL 1.6-2.1 KM 0.6561 2.00E-02 1.78E--02 5.49E--02 NOT-FOUND NOT-FOUND NOT-FOUND 6.25E--02 6.68E

File LID 17:[JFOSTER]LISTA.OUT; 1
2475 ERL FAT/TOTAL 0-2.1 Ydd 0.2089 2.84E4Y20.00E+00 2.46E-02 1.01E-01 6.54E-01 .";OT-FOUND 8.50E-.01 3.56E

File UD 17: [JFOSTER]UCSA. OUT; 1
2475 ERL FAT/TOTAL 0-2.1 KM 0.2089 2.84E-02 0.00E+00 2.46E-02 I.OIE-01 6.54E-0! 8.37E-01 8.50E-01 8.38..__EE

_tntt_ttalralt*_t_tt,_l.

File LID 17: [JFOSTER]LISTA.OUT; 1
2784 7.00E +00 2.28E-O1 7.00E +00 1.98E-O1 7.0OE+00 4.08E-O! 7.00E+O0 2.66E-O 1 N.A. N.A.

File UD 17: [JFOSTER]UCSA.OUT; 1
2784 7.00E +00 2.28E-O1 7.00E +00 1.96E-O1 7.00E+00 4.08E-01 7.00E+00 2.66E-O1 N.A. N.A.

oo

File UD 17:[JFOSTER]LISTA. OUT; 1
3088 5.00E--02 5.34E--02 5.00E--02 6.75 E--02 5.00E-01 4.55E-O2 5.00E-O2 8.12E-02 N.A. N- A.

File LID 17: [JFOSTER]UCSA. OUT; 1
3088 5.00E-02 5.34E-02 5.00E-O2 6.34E-02 5.00E-.01 4.55E-O2 5.00E-02 8.12E.-02 N.A- N.A.

File UD 17: [JFOSTER]LISTA.OUT; 1
3095 8.39E-01 1.44E--03 8.50E-01 3.56E-03 N.D. N.D. 8.5OE--01 5.54E-O5 N.A. N.A.

File UDI7:[J'FOSTER]UCSA.OUT; 1
3095 8.39E-01 1.44E-03 8.5OE-01 8.38E-04 N.D. N.D. 8.50E-01 5.54E-05 N.A. N.A.

._qHIt_=eutr_ltnlt_

File UDI7:[JFOSTER]LISTA.OUT; 1
3342 EARLY-ACUTE RED MARR > 1.500SV 0.0404 5.32E-O2 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.26E+00 6.45E+00 7.14E+00 8.48E

Fde UD 17:[JFOSTER]UCSA_OUT; 1
3342 EARLY-ACUTE RED MARR > 1.5OOSV 0.0404 5.32E-.02 O.OOE+O00.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 2.26E+00 6.66E+00 7.14E+00 8.48E



APPENDIX E

INSTALLATION OF MACCS IN AN UPDATE PROGRAM LIBRARY

I. Generate a program library on file MACCS.LiB with
an UPDATE creation run by executing the following
UPDATE directive:

UPDATE (I- MACCS.SOR, N = MACCS.LIB).

2. Construct an UPDATE input file, MACCS.INP,
containing a *IDENT card and one of the following
*DEFINE cards:

*DEFINE, DOS/PC or

*DEFINE, VAX/VMS or

*DEFINE, S/6000 or

*DEFINE, SPARC or

*DEFINE, UNICOS, (depending on which machine is

being used.

3. Perform an UPDATE correction run to generate
MACCS.FOR u follows:

UPDATE(F,I =MACCS.INP, P- MA('C$.[JB, C= MACCS.FOR, DW- SO)
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